NURSING

There are few occupations where your day-to-day activities can impact so many people in such a significant way. As an RN, you may care for newborns in a Pediatrics ward, assist in an emergency room setting, work within a General Practice. Nursing is a field that is as extraordinarily rewarding as it is challenging.

The Nursing Division is offers three Limited Access options:

- Nursing, (Traditional A.S. and B.S.N. Career Path) ([link](http://catalog.valenciacollege.edu/degrees/associateinscience/nursing/nursing))
- Nursing, Accelerated Track in Nursing ([link](http://catalog.valenciacollege.edu/degrees/associateinscience/nursing/nursingadvancedstandingtrack))

**Valencia/UCF Concurrent Program**

This program provides a unique dual enrollment opportunity allowing students to seek the ASN from Valencia and the BSN from UCF simultaneously. Applicants must first meet the admission requirements for the Valencia traditional AS option. Then, they must meet the additional UCF concurrent program requirements. For more information, please visit UCF’s College of Nursing website [http://nursing.ucf.edu/](http://nursing.ucf.edu/).

- Valencia/UCF Concurrent Track ([link](http://nursing.ucf.edu))